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ABSTRACT: Internet of things is a system that communicate between computing devices, digital devices,
people and any things that have a power for transferring any amount of data in a network without help of any
human-to-human and human-to-computer interaction. IoT combined the smart devices and communication
technologies, and it enable these devices to interchange the information and data to each other. There are so
many protocol used in Internet of Things environment like CoAP, RPL, 6LoWPAN, MQTT etc. Protocol is a set
of rules that is used for making communication between computer system and smart devices over network.
In this paper, we are used CoAP, 6LoWPAN and RPL protocol for performance evaluation based on Packet
Delivery Ratio and Different time interval using Cooja Simulator in Contiki Operating System. The aim of this
work is to analyze the performance of this protocol based on Packet delivery Ratio and Time Interval with
different network density and transmission Range. We analized that after examination of every protocol is
better on its route relies on its applications. However, based on Packet delivery Ratio and Time Interval,
CoAP produce slightly better result.
Keywords: Internet of Things, CoAP, 6LoWPAN, RPL, Packet Delivery.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the concept of internet of things (IoT) is
becoming
increasingly
important. Some main
applications of IoT, includes various areas of life, such
as military, healthcare, monitoring of environment,
industry, management of city, etc. [1]. Several
researchers have defined IoT, that “a worldwide network
of interconnected objects uniquely addressable, based
on standard communication protocols” [2]. Also “IoT
gives the ability to communicate on the internet to
objects that are not considered, from near or far, as
computers generally, a collection of sensors attached or
placed within the devices in the physical world is
represented by IoT which offer a common
communication, paradigm for these devices via the
internet and its protocol [1, 3]. IoT is based on the
intelligent devices with low and constrained
performance known as Low-power wireless personal
area networks (LoWPAN). The constrained under
LoWPAN may be in memory, energy (battery power) or
processing power. To be able to link all of the
constrained devices using the Web, the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) described IPv6 dealing
with space upon LoWPAN systems. Yet, due to the
constraints in these networks, conventional routing
protocol like AODV, OSPF, OLSR are not Acceptable
and do not fulfill demands of the Wireless Sensor
Network(WSN) applications.
The 6LoWPAN concepts are that the low-power smart
device having limited processing capacities, so the
internet protocol applied on that devices [5]. The
standard possess the freedom to choose frequency
band and the flexibility of computing over several stages
of communication counting Ethernet, wi-fi and
6LOWPAM protocol a vital role. A vital role is played by

this protocol in IOT. Wireless communication since it
stands for IPV6. It is demonstrated through auxiliary
addresses with diverse length low band width, star and
mesh topologies, battery supplied devices, low cost,
large number of devices, unknown node positions, high
unreliability and long idle periods in the course of
communications [4].
One of the distance vector routing protocols for network
layer, developed for functioning with little energy and
lossy systems using IPv6 is RPL in addition to this,
confidentiality of message delivery are cared by RPL. It
is pre-arranged to be cost effective for link layer
accessories. When they are not yet, RPL can customize
its own mechanism [5]. RPL is well known for various
reasons, for example, it can develop its own route very
quickly, share the routing information to other nodes and
it is capable of getting adapted with the network
topology dynamically [6].
CoAP is known to be one of the most recent application
layer protocols discovered by IETF to be used for
intelligent objects. Additionally, for low resource
consumed smart devices, it is a trivial protocol and can
be embedded into building, vehicles. Furthermore, this
protocol has the multicast feature, though a little
overhead and quite effective in M2M interaction. The
nodes of CoAP are spitted into 2 types namely server
and client from the architecture point of view. While
client nodes are embedded into controller, server nodes
are installed in sensor [7].
The main reasons for the spread of cyber-physical
systems are the baby steps of the IoT boom. The idea
of the physical device connected to the Internet and the
data collected and obtained from it, it is the backbone of
the realistic implementation of the IoT solution. This
communication protocol has added a new strat of
complication to its existing definitions [33]. The IoT
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revolution contains a lot of promise, whose effect is only
sustainable if the effective machine-to-machine (M2M)
communication, and the real-time M2M communication
[35] goal through the Internet. The idea of a device
linked to the Inter-net is only thought to be the
interaction of people until this point, and not because of
the autonomous decision. As a result, the protocol is
always unfaithful for communication with the Internet
and a compromise between slow speeds [34].
II. RELATED WORKS
There has been a number of qualitative studies ideal for
IoT, associated with various conversation exhibitions.
Though papers related to quantitative comparison of
Internet of Things protocols have been published in a
lesser number. There are some works that evaluate the
RPL, 6lowpan and CoAP protocols independently, or
the evaluation has been compared to other protocols.
There are several functions which evaluate the RPL,
6Lowpan as well as CoAP protocols individually, or
even the actual assessment may be when compared
with additional protocols. Chen and Kunz (2016)
compare the performance of Internet of things protocols,
such as Constrained Application Protocol (Blocked
Application Protocol), DDS (Data Delivery Service), and
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (Under
Compulsory Wireless Access Network) [8]. By changing
system latency, system packet loss and network
bandwidth cap (i.e., capping the remote connection
throughput) freely by network emulation tools NetEM
and TBF.
Anusha et al., (2018) review the application layer
protocols associated with network level of IoT, like
MQTT, MQTTSN, AMQP, CoAP, XMPP and DDS. The
challenging problem like security, storing, asset
revelation, support of QoS etc. apply on these protocol
and compare the behavior of the protocol. In the next,
Network packet loss rate, message size, bandwidth
consumption and latency are the different measurement
parameter which are apply for examine the performance
of these protocol [9].
With regard to assisting long term methods Thangavel
et al., (2014) [10] programs and perform a typical
middleware which backings MQTT and CoAP and
provide an average encoding user interface as well as
strategy the actual middleware to become protractile.
Tests tend to be carried out to provide believed within
the overall performance associated with MQTT as well
as CoAP so far as end-to-end delay and bandwidth
usage are worried by using regular middleware. These
types of outcomes display which MQTT communications
tend to be postponed under CoAP communications from
lower packet loss rates and much more postponed
compared to CoAP communications from higher loss
rates. Additionally, once the information dimension is
actually reduced and also loss rate is actually equal to
or even under 25%, CoAP produces much less traffic
compared to MQTT to ensure information dependability.
Kayal and Perros (2017) [11] compare and evaluate
these four communication protocols: Constrained
Application Protocol, Message Queuing Telemetry
Transport, Extensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol, and Webboard. With this function, the author
steps the actual reaction period through altering traffic

loads using the execution of the smart car parking
software utilizing open up supply software program by
using the above mentioned methods
Thota (2017) proposed an analysis that led to different
tests examining IoT communication modes and
protocols in various environments [12]. Then data
analysis was performed on specific data sets that were
gathered through various sensors which was further
utilized to recognize the adjustments in examples of the
gathered data. These analysis gives more vast
understanding into specific protocols like MQTT and
CoAP perceptible conventions for IoT nowadays. From
this analysis, it can be derived that both CoAP and
MQTT are having their own favorable circumstances in
various utilizing cases. MQTT is more rational for IoT
messaging. Hubs with no power limitations would rather
incline towards MQTT. CoAP however offers adept
power management and it is appropriate within utility
field region networks. Both have tree architectures.
Contingent upon the equipment of the IoT hub and data
necessities, either MQTT or CoAP can be utilized as
both are fundamentally lightweight M2M protocols.
Chawathaworncharoen et al., (2015) show the
achievability of 6LoWPAN through coordinating a
preliminary exhibition assessment of an item equipment
condition, which likewise incorporates Raspberry Pi [13].
The performance basically depends upon detachment
amongst gadgets and the message size, and when the
large or bulk traffic comes into the picture
communication totally stops. This conclusion gives their
optimistic choices, the feasibility of 6LoWPAN
regardless of the way that the advancement of usage is
as yet a remaining issue.
Karagiannis et al., (2015) have contemplated and
evaluated the existing IoT application layer protocol, and
the protocols used to relate "things" to the Internet,
despite the end-user. They include CoAP, MQTT,
XMPP, RESTFUL Services, AMQP, HTML 5, and
Advanced Message Queuing Protocol with their
opportunity for IoT to adapt to issues such as security
and personality usage perspectives Dundee. In the end,
they gave their resolution for IoT application layer
communications in view of the tests they examined [14].
Agajo et al., [15] with reference to throughput and parcel
misfortune a careful analysis was done for the
performance of the suggested layout. The outcomes of
this analysis helped in the determining the performance
of 6LoWPAN Network. A progress stream graph was
developed representing packet routing work for this
work. This exploration work completed research and
assessment of 6LoWPAN based Internet of Things with
a view to determine the feasibility of understanding the
application as it identifies with environmental observing.
This research includes the IoT layout for sensor hub
detection and IPV6 architecture using 6LoWPAN.
Conti's network simulator (jar) was used to see the
suggested network performance. The stimulator was
picked and highlight the fact that gives graphical UI
environment and permit quick stimulation setup and
which is observed to be the best stimulating network.
The outcome receive for both the temperature and
humidity (as far as throughput and packet loss) were
valuable for anticipate the performance and portraying
of the proposed networks. It is to our greatest
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advantage that the exploration work looks useful in
future as it identifies with the Wireless Sensor Network
and Internet of Things.
Shelby et al., (2014) reviewed XMPP, AMQP, CoAP,
MQTT, DDS and MQTT-SN protocols that are available
in application layer of IoT and afterwards they compared
every protocol with their known execution. To evaluate
the performance of these protocol, different estimations
were taken, for instance, parcel transmission proportion,
throughput, power utilization, and transfer speed. It is
inspected that the XMPP, AMQP, MQTT and MQTT-SN
conventions that sudden spike in demand for TCP
produce high PDRs, though not at all like the COP and
DDS conventions that sudden spike in demand for UDP,
the parcels don't rebroadcast. It is also observe that
CoAP has higher productivity level, consistent ideal
bandwidth utilization and low power consumption which
differ with other data protocol which is accurate for real
time environment [16].
Chawathaworncharoen et al., (2015) assessed three
forthcoming protocols-CoAP, MQTT and OPC UA for
acknowledging future real-time smart grid applications
[13]. The effort was on, estimations on the
communication time for gathering cyclic information
trade over a cellular network models EDGE, UMTS and
LTE in a research center environment. It has been
demonstrated that OPC UA fulfil the best test results in
the face of the fact that the OPC UA has the biggest
protocol overhead of all the assessed applicants. This is
all because of the fact that OPC UA has the most
reasonable protocol outline for cyclic data exchange.
This has been undoubtedly seen in the assessment of
CoAP. Data trade on which it is depends isn't suitable
for transmission of sustainable payloads over cellular
networks. Because of TCP, the protocol accomplish a
higher level execution for instance, windowing.
III. IOT AND COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS
Many research works are being conducted on these IOT
nodes which use up limited resources one of the most
vital one is the development of communication
protocols. Presently, three communication protocols
have become well-know and hence, we have opted
them to stimulate using Cooja simulator. The general
features of protocols are elaborated below in brief:
IoT indicates the actual powerful online connectivity
associated with physical devices getting restricted
assets along with help associated with Internet
infrastructure. This facilitates the actual improvement
associated with conversation in between these types of
organizations as well as each and every internet
supported
objects
and
network
[17].
IOT may extend internet communication in order to
heterogeneous kind of objects utilized inside
embeddedtechnologies with regard to becoming a
member of, the encompassing by way of energetic
assistance associated with internet technologies [18].
The China consist of IoT improvement within our 5 year
improvement strategy [19], in line with the needs as well
as normal application. The application and also the
pursuit from the IoT technologies guarantee in order to
encourage the actual sectors upward gradation as well
as revolution. With this time for you to market the actual
development associated with nationwide economic

climate safely, to enhance the actual thorough
nationwide energy continuously [20].
RPL: For providing the mechanism for distributing
nodes information over a topology of network RPL is
used. DIO message provides information about function
which is objective (FO) rank and node ID. The
transmitting and offering of other nodes for joining the
network is done through this message information. The
request information message from child to root parent to
permit the joining of the network is DAO information for
the vending of enterprisingly requesting the DODAG
information from the adjacent nodes, and for this DIS
message are used. It is dispatched to ask either there is
any DODAG in the network that can be connected or
not. In RPL the key which conducts as a connection
bridge between the parent WSN and the internet which
is root node and all the data sent by the system is
transferred to it [22]. If DODAG is needed to be made a
DIO information is transmitted by the parent node that
are within the range. They reply with a DAO prompting
message to the parent to combine the DODAG. For the
nodes that are out of range a DO message is
transmitted or shared for soliciting DIO from the
neighboring nodes. When this message is later by the
adjacent node, it will send a DIO message to that node
which is not in range and that nodes message to that
neighbor which will be forwarded to the parent node
[21].
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP): The IETF
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is an
application-layer convention designed to provide a
REST-like interface [23], on the other hand with a lower
cost as far as transfer speed and usage intricacy than
HTTP based REST interfaces. CoAP [36] embraces
designs from HTTP, for example, asset deliberation,
URIs, RESTful connection, and extensible header
choices, however utilizes a smaller twofold portrayals
that are intended to be anything but difficult to parse.
Unlike HTTP over TCP, CoAP utilizes UDP. This helps it
be possible to utilize CoAP in one-to-many and manyto-one
correspondence
designs.
Focal CoAP
components are:
– Applications can send CoAP messages dependably
("confirmable") or non-dependably ("non-confirmable").
Confirmable are retransmitted with exponential breaks
until recognized by the recipient or arriving at the
greatest number of retransmissions.
– CoAP is expected to give bunch correspondence by
means of IP multicast, however this component has not
yet been determined.
– CoAP highlights local pop-up messages through a
distribute/buy in instrument called "watching assets"
[23]. Customers can send a solicitation with a watch
header alternative to a CoAP asset. The server monitors
these supporters and sends a reaction at whatever point
the watched asset changes.
– For asset revelation, CoAP follows RFC 5785 by
utilizing the/.notable/center way to give asset portrayals
in its CoRE Link Format [24]. This arrangement expands
Web Linking and characterizes properties for a
semantically type ("rt"), interface use ("if"), content-type
("ct"), and the greatest anticipated size ("sz") of an
asset. Moreover, a registry administration is expected.
At the point when RAM for IP and application cradles is
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restricted, gadgets can just process a particular
measure of information at once. Bigger information can
be taken care of by putting away these "pieces" in
streak memory, for example to get another firmware or
to give a full data log. To keep away from the need of an
optional convention to trade these information, CoAP
indicates a basic stop-and-hold up component called
"blockwise moves" [25].
In case, when RAM for IP and application buffers is
limited, at an only a specific amount of data time can be
processed by the devices. By storing these “chunks” in
flash memory, layer data can be handled, for instance to
receive a new firmware or to provide a full datalog.
CoAP cites a simple stop-and-wait mechanism called
"blockwise transfers" [26] to avoid the need for a
secondary protocol to exchange this data.
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol use four method for
communication like GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE
methods. Same as CoAP used these all methods for
communication for manipulating resources. A response
“405 method not allowed” is provoked as a reply to a
unicast request. CoAP methods exhibits the same
properties of HTTP such as safe and idempotent. The
GET method is safe while the GET, PUT and DELETE
methods are performed in a flawless manner. The URL
embedded in the request signifies the resource and
Handles the finite body used for data processing and
can also create new resources due to the POST method
and is therefore not a good method [27]. Various CoAP
methods are:
– GET: The information of the resource identified by the
request URI is recollected by the GET method which is
accustomed for the same. Successful associated with
200 (OK) is located since the response to this process.
– POST: The actual POST technique produces a brand
new subordinate resource underneath the unique URI
request through the server. After creating the resource
on the server, a 201 (built-in) response is sent, but the
200 (OK) response code fails.
– PUT: The actual POST technique produces or even
improvements the source recognized through the ask
for URI combined with the limited message body. If the
specified URI involves the message body on these
terms, it is considered as the changed version of a
resource and the 200(OK) response is received ar else
the new resource is created with that URI and the
201(created) response is received. In a condition, if they
resource is not created or modified, an error response
code is sent
– DELETE: with the use of DELETE method, the
resource which is identified by the requested URI is
deleted and if the operation is successful the 200(OK)
response code is sent.
6LoWPAN: The actual 6LowPAN idea had been
surfaced in the indisputable fact that Internet protocol
might the actual applied to the smallest devices [28] and
also the devices which are low-power along limited
processing abilities. The standard has the liberty of
opting frequency band and the elasticated in order to
complete over several communications stages, counting
Ethernet, Wi-Fi and 6LowPAN protocol. This convention
assumes a most basic job in IoT remote
correspondence as it represents IPv6. It is shown by
helper addresses with various lengths, low transfer

speed, star and mesh topologies, battery provided
devices, minimal effort, enormous number of devices,
unknown node positions, high instability, and long idle
periods during the interchanges [29].

Fig. 1. The 6LoWPAN IPHC header.
6LoWPAN [30] focuses on integrating present IP
dependent frameworks as well as sensor system
through showing exactly how IPv6 packets should be
sent more than a good IEEE 802. 15.4 system. The
ideal physical-layer packet size associated with 802.
15.4 packet is actually 127 bytes along with the
optimum body header size is actually twenty five bytes.
The IPv6 package offers in this way to fit within 102
bytes. Considering the fact that packet headers of the
packet might currently make use of forty eight bytes
from the obtainable 102 bytes obviously header
pressure system really are a fundamental segment from
the 6LoWPAN regular. HC13 [31] suggests context
aware header pressure systems: the actual LOWPAN
IPHC development with regard to IPv6 header data
compression and also the LOWPAN NHC development
for that subsequent header data compression. The
actual IPHC header is actually made an appearance
within Determine in Fig. 1. With regard to efficient IPv6
header pressure, IPHC expels safely IPv6 header area
which are definitely recognized to just about all node
within the 6LoWPAN program. The actual IPHC
includes a period of two byte which 13 bits are used with
regard to header data compression because seemed
within Determine Fig 1. Uncompressed IPv6 header
field follow straightforwardly the actual IPHC
development inside a equivalent ask for because they
might appear within the normal IPv6 header. Within a
multichop scenario IPHC may bunch the actual IPv6
header in order to 7 bytes the actual NH area within the
IPHC exhibits if the subsequent header following a
important IPv6 header is actually encoded. When NH is
actually 1, NHC is actually useful to load up the next
header. 6LoWPAN signifies which how big NHC needs
to be a number of octets, usually 1 byte in which very
first element duration bits addresses to some NHC
IDENTITY as well as other bits are used in order to
encode/pack headers. 6LoWPAN recently characterizes
NHC with regard to UDP as well as IP Expansion
Header [31].
IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Experimental Setup
For own experiment Cooja Simulator is used. Cooja is
quite simple and easy to used and implement Java
based simulator to imitate diverse network sensors
executing OS, which add up the C program language for
the software design language by the help of Java native
interface. There are three different levels, the jar can
operate on- Network Level, Operating System Level and
Machine code instruction level [32]. It is shared an open
Singh & Tomar International Journal on Emerging Technologies 11(2): 351-358(2020)
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source code and includes various outline and sharable
platform that can be altered as per application where all
the experiment runon sky sensor nodes.
B. Simulation and Parameter Setup
There are few files which are already implemented in
Cooja. Some of the files are used for RPL, CoAP,
6LoWPAN protocols. There are different ranges of
transmission which is used in our simulation. Ranging
from (TX range) 30 to 50 and number of nodes
changing from 30 to m50 nodes. These number are
chooses according to the various application needs, as
some of application may require to transfer packets at
every low sending gaps, other at high gaps . Some
application might also require to reach the convergence
time quicker than other. Thus we can show their effect
on the RPL, CoAP, and 6LoWPAN protocol at different
transmission range considering different node densities.
The topology used in our simulation was the point-tomultipoint topology in RPL which means there is only
one sink node and the rest are senders, and Multi-tomultipoint for others the simulated platform was Sky
motes. Our goal is to study the behavior of the Three
Protocols (RPL, CoAP and 6LowPan) by different time
interval with different transmission ranges and different
network densities.

Fig. 3. Comparison of received and transmitted packet
of 6LoWPAN, RPL, CoAP protocol with node 40 and TX
30.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we study the performance of RPL, CoAP,
and 6LoWPAN in different scenario. In the first scenario,
we have different network densities and Transmission
Range TX and take the received packet in the different
total packet transmission. In Figs. 2-10, the PDR, ratio
of received packet and total transmitted packet on graph
for 30, 40 and 50 nodes with TX value 30, 40 and 50.
The result show that the 6LowPan received higher
Packet with respect to RPL and CoAP.
As can be seen in Fig. 2-10, the X-axis indicates the
number of total packets, and Y-axis indicates the
number of received packets with 30 nodes. The
6LoWPAN received more packets than RPL and CoAP.
For example, 6LoWPAN received 2169 and RPL
received 2021 packets out of 3500.

Fig. 4. Comparison of received and transmitted packet
of 6LoWPAN, RPL, CoAP protocol with node 50 and TX.

Fig. 5. Comparison of received and transmitted packet
of 6LoWPAN, RPL, CoAP protocol with node 30 and TX
40.

Fig. 2. Comparison of received and transmitted packet
of 6LoWPAN, RPL, CoAP protocol with node 30 and TX
30.

However, CoAP stopped receiving packets after a
certain point. In this scenario, first we fix the
Transmission range TX 30 and change the network
densities 30, 40 and 50. Next time we change TX value
from 30 to 40 and apply preview network densities. And
third time we change TX value from 40 to 50 and apply
same network densities. The result show that 6LowPan
received higher packet in all condition.
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The ratio of received and transmitted packet is very
good in Coap Protocol but problem is that the time taken
by transmission and receiving of packet is very high and
after some time Coap stop the received the packet.

RPL and CoAP. The ratio of received and total packet
increase, while increasing the sending Time, because at
shorter time the nodes repeatedly send packets which
increases the load of the transmitted packets, therefore,
not all of them will be received by the receiver, on the
other hand, increasing the sending time increases the
received packets.

Fig. 6. Comparison of received and transmitted packet
of 6LoWPAN, RPL, CoAP protocol with node 40 and TX
40.
Fig. 9. Comparison of received and transmitted packet
of 6LoWPAN, RPL, CoAP protocol with node 40 and TX
50.

Fig. 7. Comparison of received and transmitted packet
of 6LoWPAN, RPL, CoAP protocol with node 50 and TX
40.
Fig. 10. Comparison of received and transmitted packet
of 6LoWPAN, RPL, CoAP protocol with node 50 and TX
50.

Fig. 8. Comparison of received and transmitted packet
of 6LoWPAN, RPL, CoAP protocol with node 30 and TX
50.
In the Second scenario, we fixed the network densities
and changed the TX range values and take value of
received packet in different time interval. In Fig. 11-14,
we show the received packet with different time interval
for 30 and 50 nodes respectively. The results show that
the 6LowPan received higher packet with respect to

Fig. 11. Comparison of received packet for TX 30 and
fixed nodes 30 on different time interval.
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Protocol but problem is that the time taken by
transmission and receiving of packet is very high. Start
of receiving packet in different scenario is good in RPL
but after some time whenever load is increase,
performance of RPL protocol is decrease. Overall
performance of 6LoWPAN protocol is batter in this
scenario.
VII. FUTURE SCOPE
In the future we will implement IoT based systems with
hardware devices to see the best possible result in
practical environment. As we found CoAP produce
slightly better result, we can implement CoAP protocol
with hardware device, such as raspberry pi, also added
sensor nodes in different locations and see the results.
Fig. 12. Comparison of received packet for TX 50 and
fixed nodes 30 on different time interval .
For example we fixed TX range of 30m and network
density with 30 nodes and apply this scenario on
6LowPan, RPL and CoAP. The result show 6LowPan
received highest packet in same time with respect to
RPL and CoAP. If we are increase Transmission Range
30 to 50 than 6LowPan increase the received Packet
but performance of RPL decease.

Fig. 13. Comparison of received packet for TX 30 and
fixed nodes 50 on different time interval.

Fig. 14. Comparison of received packet for TX 50 and
fixed nodes 50 on different time interval.
VI. CONCLUSION
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